
Exam Software system engineering

2IW60, November 3, 2011, 9:00-12:00

It is neither allowed to use the study material nor a computer. The answers to the questions
can be formulated in either English or Dutch. This exam consists of 6 questions. Good luck!

1. Automotive Software Engineering in general

(a) Give an example why Automotive Software Engineering is necessary?

(b) What are challenges with respect to large software systems?

(c) Give 3 software quality attributes.

(d) What are the aspects of IEC 61508 (Functional Safety standard)?

(e) What is the improvement of ISO 26262 (Functional Safety standard) over IEC
61508?

(f) What is MISRA-C?

2. Requirements Engineering and Automotive

(a) What is the most important requirement in Automotive Software Engineering?

(b) Is this a functional or non-functional requirement?

(c) What is ‘requirement elicitation’ and which techniques could be used in the auto-
motive setting?

(d) Give 5 elements from the requirements review check list. Motivate why these are
important.

(e) What does SysML offer with respect to requirements modeling?

3. In this exercise a simple controller is specified that indicates to a power source controller
whether it ‘must be charged’, ‘can be charged’, ‘can be discharged’ or ‘should be left
alone’.

(a) Declare a sort Command with four values that correspond to the four situations
described above.

(b) Describe a recursive process that asks via a user console whether the battery must
be charged or not. Depending on the answer it either sends the command that it
must be charged, or that it should be left alone to the power source controller.

(c) Extend the behaviour above such that after asking whether it needs to be charged,
it checks the battery level. The battery can only indicate that it is full or empty.
There are no intermediate values. If the battery needs to be charged and is empty,
send the message that it must be charged, otherwise that it must be left alone. If
the battery does not need to be charged, send a message that it can be discharged
if full, and can be charged if empty.

4. Determine for the following pair of transition systems whether they are strongly bisim-
ilar, branching bisimilar and weak trace equivalent? Explain your answers.
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5. Explain clearly and compactly in your own words what the following formulas express:

(a) 〈a〉〈b〉true.

(b) [true⋆]〈true〉true.

(c) [true⋆·a·true⋆·b]false.

6. Consider the two modal formulas

φ1 = [a]([b]false ∧ [c]false)
φ2 = [a](〈b〉true ∧ 〈c〉true)

Draw two transition systems, one for which φ1 is valid and φ2 is not valid for the initial
state, and one for which φ2 is valid and φ1 is not valid.

Score: (10 + n)/10 where n is the cumulative judgement given by the following table:

question (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

1 4 4 4 4 4 5
2 4 4 4 4 4
3 5 5 5
4 10
5 3 4 3
6 10
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